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Abstract
We consider the universal sector of a d > 2 dimensional large-N strongly-interacting
holographic CFT on a black hole spacetime background B. When our CFTd is coupled
to dynamical Einstein-Hilbert gravity with Newton constant Gd, the combined system
can be shown to satisfy a version of the thermodynamic Generalized Second Law (GSL)
at leading order in Gd. The quantity SCFT +
A(HB,perturbed)
4Gd
is non-decreasing, where
A(HB,perturbed) is the (time-dependent) area of the new event horizon in the coupled
theory. Our SCFT is the notion of (coarse-grained) CFT entropy outside the black hole
given by causal holographic information – a quantity in turn defined in the AdSd+1
dual by the renormalized area Aren(Hbulk) of a corresponding bulk causal horizon.
A corollary is that the fine-grained GSL must hold for finite processes taken as a
whole, though local decreases of the fine-grained generalized entropy are not obviously
forbidden. Another corollary, given by setting Gd = 0, states that no finite process
taken as a whole can increase the renormalized free energy F = Eout−TSCFT−ΩJ , with
T,Ω constants set by HB. This latter corollary constitutes a 2nd law for appropriate
non-compact AdS event horizons.
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1 Introduction
The thermodynamic properties of classical black holes and the thermal properties of Hawking
radiation are well-established. Considered together, they are generally taken to indicate that
much deeper relations of this sort remain true at the level of quantum gravity. They may
also herald the appearance of new physical principles, yet to be understood.
The conjectured Generalized Second Law (GSL) [1, 2] lies between the classical and fully
quantum extremes, stating
d
dλ
Stotal =
d
dλ
(
1
4Gd
Aread−2(CB˜) + SQFT
)
≥ 0, (1.1)
where B˜ is an evolving black hole spacetime of dimension d ≥ 3 with compactly-generated
horizon, CB˜ is a cut of its horizon, SQFT is the QFT entropy outside the black hole, Gd is
Newton’s gravitational constant, and λ is any parameter that increases toward the future.
One expects that this conjecture can be made precise in perturbative gravity, where one
expands the gravitational field of B˜ around some classical black hole spacetime B in powers
of the Planck length or, setting ~ = 1, in powers of Gd. For d = 2 Einstein gravity becomes
trivial, but one can still formulate a GSL in dilaton gravity theories in which the dilaton
field plays the role of the area [3].
It is natural to take the classical spacetime B to satisfy the null energy condition, so its
horizon area is non-decreasing by the Hawking area theorem [4]. If it is increasing, then the
O(G−1d ) contribution to (1.1) is positive and dominates all perturbative quantum corrections.
The result (1.1) then follows trivially; new effects can be relevant only when the area of the
classical background B is constant. We therefore assume below that the horizon HB is
generated by a Killing field ξB of B, and we investigate the first quantum correction to (1.1).
This correction contributes to (1.1) at order zero in Gd.
A GSL at this order was established in [5] for cases where the QFT outside the black hole
is super-renormalizeable. While the result is expected to hold more generally, it is clear that
such extensions will require new methods of proof; see e.g. [6]. In this work we consider the
contrasting special case of a large N (and perhaps strongly coupled) holographic conformal
field theory (CFT). I.e., before coupling the CFTd to gravity, the theory is dual to a bulk
1
system involving asymptotically (locally) Anti-de Sitter (AlAdS) gravity in d+ 1 spacetime
dimensions. This bulk dual can then be used to study the properties of the CFT.
Our GSL will also differ in that we will use a coarse-grained notion of the entropy SQFT
defined by the so-called causal holographic information ([7], see below), as opposed to the
fine-grained (von Neumann) entropy used in [5]. In equilibrium this coarse-grained entropy
is known to agree with the fine-grained one so, when our system evolves from one equi-
librium state to another, our result implies that the final fine-grained generalized entropy
1
4Gd
Aread−2(CB˜) + SQFT must be at least as large as its initial value. We expect that a
stronger result also holds which would forbid even local decreases of the fine-grained gener-
alized entropy at finite intermediate times, though we save its investigation for future work.
Such a fine-grained local GSL should be the most fundamental version, in that one expects it
to imply our local coarse-grained GSL through the same argument that leads to the coarse-
grained second law of thermodynamics for ordinary closed quantum systems (where unitarity
guarantees the fine-grained von Neumann entropy to be independent of time); see e.g. the
discussion in [8].
Changes in the gravitational entropy 1
4Gd
Aread−2(CB˜) are easy to analyze at leading order
in Gd. If the perturbed system B˜ settles down at late times to a stationary black hole that
is perturbatively close to the original B, then at leading order in Gd the Raychaudhuri
equation1 shows the gravitational entropy on any cut of the horizon to be fully determined
by the flux of stress energy across the horizon of B. The calculation is standard, appearing
in derivations of the physical process first law such as [10, 11, 12, 13]. At this order one may
associate any cut CB˜ of the back-reacted spacetime B˜ with a cut CB of the unperturbed
horizon CB. Since caustics do not form in perturbation theory, one merely tracks changes
in the area along each generator to find
1
4Gd
d2
dλ2
Aread−2(CB˜) = −
∫
CB
√
σ 2piTαβk
αkβ (1.2)
in terms of an affine parameter λ along HB (or equivalently at this order, along HB˜), the
affinely parameterized tangents kα to its generators, and the volume element
√
σ induced
on CB. That the relation is 2nd order follows immediately from the 2nd order nature of the
Rauchaudhuri equation.
It remains to study the changes in SQFT . Although we study a CFT coupled to gravity,
up to contributions from linearized gravitons the leading behavior of SQFT is controlled by
properties of the original CFT on the fixed spacetime background B. The former may be
addressed separately as in [5]; we will not mention them again and thus freely replace SQFT
by SCFT below. We will show that changes in this quantity can be written in the form
d
dλ
SCFT =
d
dλ
SCFT, non−dec +
d
dλ
SCFT, adiabatic, (1.3)
where d
dλ
SCFT, non−dec ≥ 0, the term SCFT, adiabatic satisfies
d2
dλ2
SCFT, adiabatic(CB) =
∫
CB
√
σ 2piTαβk
αkβ, (1.4)
1Or the dilaton gravity analogue for d = 2; see e.g. [9].
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and d
dλ
SCFT, adiabatic → 0 in the far future2. The GSL (1.1) then follows by a straightforward
argument. We simply note that (1.4) and (1.2) imply
d2
dλ2
(
SCFT, adiabatic +
1
4Gd
Aread−2(CB˜)
)
= 0, (1.5)
so the combination
d
dλ
Stotal, adiabatic :=
d
dλ
(
SCFT, adiabatic +
1
4Gd
Aread−2(CB˜)
)
(1.6)
is independent of λ. But since d
dλ
SCFT, adiabatic and (due to the equilibrium in the far future)
d
dλ
Aread−2(CB˜) both approach zero, we see that
d
dλ
Stotal, adiabatic must vanish. Any change in
Stotal is then given by
d
dλ
SCFT, non−dec ≥ 0, so the GSL holds in the form (1.1).
Establishing (1.3) will be the main focus of our work. As advertised, it involves only the
holographic CFT on the fixed background B – a context in which the standard AdS/CFT
machinery may be applied. This B then becomes the boundary of an asymptotically (locally)
Anti-de Sitter spacetime having bulk Newton constant Gd+1 that is dual to some particular
CFT state. Since B is a black hole spacetime, the bulk geometry also contains a horizon H.
The bulk horizon is non-compactly generated, with each cross-section extending to meet the
conformal boundary at the horizon HB of B.
Below, we use a renormalized version of 1
4Gd+1
times the area of certain cuts C of the
bulk horizon H as our coarse-grained entropy SCFT for the CFT in the region Bout ⊂ B
outside the horizon HB. As explained in section 4, one may associate moments of time in
Bout with so-called causal information surfaces [7] which give the desired cuts C of H. Since
the area of such surfaces is bounded below by the area of the extremal surfaces that seem to
govern the fine-grained entropy3 [7, 16], it is natural to expect that Area(C)
4Gd+1
is a coarse-grained
measure of CFT entropy; see [17, 18] for specific proposals of possible corresponding field
theory coarse-graining procedures. We adopt this general point of view for the work below.
Our proof that SCFT satisfies a GSL constitutes quantitative check on this idea.
The present paper will consider only the so-called universal sector of our large N (and
perhaps strongly coupled) holographic d > 2 CFTd, in which the bulk dual is described
by pure classical (d + 1)-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert gravity with a negative cosmological
constant. The main argument is given in section 2, which for simplicity considers only
Ricci-flat black hole backgrounds B. Section 3 then extends the result to allow arbitrary
metrics on B consistent with the required Killing field, horizon, and the above-mentioned
null energy condition. We postpone discussing the relation to causal holographic information
until section 4, which also notes that the argument can be equally-well applied to a class
of causal horizons somewhat broader than the simple notion of black hole used in earlier
sections. We close in section 5 with a discussion of future directions and implications for
AlAdS systems with fixed boundary metric g
(0)
αβ .
2Since we have already assumed equilibrium in the far future, this last condition follows trivially for many
definitions of SCFT, adiabatic.
3I.e., those proposed by Hubeny, Rangamani, and Takayanagi [7], in a generalization of the Ryu-
Takayanagi proposal [14, 15] for static bulk spacetimes.
3
2 Main argument
Consider a holographic CFT on a d ≥ 2 dimensional spacetime B with a bifurcate Killing
horizon and an associated Killing field ξB. A bifurcate Killing horizon consists of two com-
ponents that intersect at the bifurcation surface; for simplicity we choose the future horizon
and refer to it as HB in B. For now, we assume HB to be the event horizon for some re-
gion Bout ⊂ B, which we refer to as being outside the horizon. We also require HB to be
compactly generated. We will comment later in section 4 on various extensions.
We take our CFT to be a conformal field theory deformed by relevant operators. Since
the theory is holographic, we may study it using a (d+1)-dimensional asymptotically-locally
Anti-de Sitter (AlAdS) spacetime with boundary B and appropriate boundary conditions on
some set of bulk fields. While bulk theories dual to holographic CFTs typically also contain
extra compact dimensions, Kaluza-Klein reduction of such theories allows one to formally
write them in the above form by keeping the entire infinite tower of massive Kaluza-Klein
modes.
The region Bout of the conformal boundary also defines a bulk event horizon H which is
not compactly generated since along each cross-section it must extend to the boundaryB. We
assume that our system equilibrates at late times in the sense that the bulk approximates
a stationary solution outside H, with H approaching an associated Killing horizon. The
null energy condition in the bulk means [19] that the intersection of H with the boundary
coincides with the event horizon HB of Bout in B; i.e., HB = H ∩ B. As mentioned in
the introduction, we will use the area of a cut C of the bulk horizon H as a measure of
coarse-grained CFT entropy in Bout. We take this C to be sufficiently smooth at B in the
conformally compactified AlAdS spacetime so that CB = C ∩HB is a cut of HB. Since the
second law concerns changes in entropy, we will compare the areas of various cuts C below.
In this section we take the Ricci tensor Rαβ to vanish everywhere. Since we consider
only the universal sector of our holographic CFT, the bulk dual takes the particularly simple
Fefferman-Graham form [20]
GABdx
AdxB =
`2
z2
[
dz2 + gαβ(z)dx
αdxβ
]
, (2.1)
with [21]
gαβ(z) = g
(0)
αβ +
16piGd+1
d`d−1
zdTαβ + . . . , (2.2)
where . . . denote higher order terms in z; see [22] for a review of such expansions addressed
to relativists. It is useful to decompose this metric according to
GAB = G¯AB + δGAB, (2.3)
where the background part
G¯ABdx
AdxB =
`2
z2
[
dz2 + g¯αβdx
αdxβ
]
(2.4)
has
g¯αβ = g
(0)
αβ (2.5)
4
independent of z, and the deviation
δGABdx
AdxB =
`2
z2
δgαβdx
αdxβ, (2.6)
has
δgαβ =
16piGd+1
d`d−1
zdTαβ + · · · = O(zd). (2.7)
We will also use the notation gABdx
AdxB := gαβ(z)dx
αdxβ and similarly for other tensors
with boundary indices.
Since G¯AB is fully determined by boundary conditions at B, from the bulk perspective
it defines a non-dynamical background about which we may perturb. We will use the de-
composition (2.3) only near the z = 0 boundary, so possible singularities at z = ∞ in G¯AB
are of no concern. Note that the Killing field ξB of g
(0)
αβ implies a corresponding Killing field
ξ¯ = ξαB∂α of G¯AB. The Killing horizon H¯ of ξ¯ may be defined by the equation
xα = xαB (2.8)
where xαB ranges over points in HB.
We wish to study cuts C of the full event horizon H for which C ∩ B is a cut CB of
HB. A first step is to show that they admit a useful notion of renormalized area. Since
δgαβ = O(z
d), it follows from (2.8) that points p in C satisfy
xα = xαB(p) +O(z
d) (2.9)
for some smooth map xαB from C to CB. In particular, the action of any such map on the
constant z slices of C defines a family of cuts CB(z) of HB. And since HB is a Killing
horizon, all cuts CB(z) have the same area as HB itself. As a result, we have
Aread−1(C) = Aread−2(HB)
∫
`d−1dz
zd−1
(
1 +O(zd)
)
, (2.10)
where the O(zd) corrections come both from δgAB and the error term in (2.9).
4 We may
thus define a finite renormalized area by introducing the restrictions Cz>z0 of C to the region
z > z0 and writing
Arearen(C) := lim
z0→0
(
Aread−1(Cz>z0)−
1
d− 2
`d−2
zd−20
Aread−2(HB)
)
. (2.11)
Note that this is the same expression that would be used to renormalize the area of an
extremal surface in this spacetime; see e.g. [14, 15]. In fact, the area of C differs by only
a finite amount from the area of an extremal surface anchored on CB. We also note that
4Displacements δx = xα−xαB(p) along the cut just reparametrize the surface and can be ignored. Changes
in the induced metric are then quadratic in the remaining normal displacements, so contributions from the
error term in (2.9) are in fact suppressed by z2d.
5
C
utoff surface 
B
Figure 1: Horizon generators can flow through our cutoff surface z = z0. If this behavior
persists at arbitrarily small z0, it constitutes a flow through the boundary and there is an
associated change of the renormalized coarse-grained entropy of our CFTd in Bout. Our final
result shows that this flux is directed outward so that Flux(C) as defined in the main text
is negative at finite times.
the counterterm in (2.11) is fully determined by the boundary conditions and is completely
independent of the choice of C. So for fixed boundary conditions we may treat all changes in
the (unrenormalized) area of C as being finite as well. Here it is critical that HB is a Killing
horizon (in some conformal frame). The general behavior of area-divergences for bulk causal
horizons is much more complicated [17].
As noted in section 1, our GSL will follow if we can establish (1.3). Using our coarse-
grained entropy we have SCFT (CB) :=
Arearen(C)
4Gd
for a certain cuts C intersecting the bound-
ary on CB. The derivative
d
dλ
Arearen(C) =
d
dλ
Aread−1(C) can then be divided into two parts.
The first is the rate at which area is created in the bulk as determined by both the local
divergence of tangents to the generators of H and the rate at which generators are added to
the horizon. Since we assume the CFT to reach equilibrium in the far future, the bulk must
settle down to a stationary black hole. That the bulk area creation term is non-negative is
then just the usual Hawking area theorem [4]. As a result, after multiplying by 1
4Gd+1
we
take this term to be the d
dλ
SCFT, non−dec of (1.3).
The remaining contribution to d
dλ
Aread−1(C) is then the rate Flux(C) at which area flows
inward through the boundary B at CB; see figure 1. To identify
Flux(C)
4Gd+1
with d
dλ
SCFT, adiabatic
we must show
d
dλ
Flux(C)
4Gd+1
=
∫
CB
√
σ2piTαβk
αkβ, (2.12)
where we remind the reader that kα is an affinely parametrized generator of HB. We proceed
by computing the flux though surfaces of constant z = z0 and taking the limit z0 → 0. We
will make use of the tangents UA = d
dλ
xA, U¯A = d
dλ
xA to the generators of H and H¯ and the
6
(inward pointing) unit normal one-form n = `
z
dz to the cut-off surfaces z = z0. We choose
the affine parameter on H¯ so that U¯ = kα∂α, and we take that on H to differ only by an
amount first order in δGAB.
Note that
Flux(C) = lim
z0→0
∫
C|z=z0
√
ωz0 U
AnA, (2.13)
where C|z=z0 is the intersection of C with the surface z = z0 and √ωz0 is the induced volume
element on this surface. The volume element
√
ωz0 diverges as z0 → 0, but we will show
that UAnA vanishes fast enough that Flux(C) is finite. Since our goal is to establish (2.12)
to leading order, and since
√
ωz0 is independent of λ, we may in fact study
d
dλ
UAnA. It is
sufficient to show
d
dλ
(nAU
A) =
(z
`
)d−2
8piGd+1Tαβk
αkβ + . . . , (2.14)
where the . . . represent subleading terms. If desired, the actual value of UAnA may then be
obtained by integrating over λ using the assumption of equilibrium in the far future (i.e.,
UAnA → 0 in the far future at each z).
We will see below that finite contributions to Flux(C) are first order in δGAB; all higher
contributions vanish as z0 → 0. Since U¯AnA = 0, we may thus neglect contributions to
Flux(C) associated with differences in either the locations or the affine parameters of H
and H¯. We may then replace d
dλ
= UA∇A by U¯A∇¯A, where ∇A, ∇¯A are the covariant
derivatives defined respectively by GAB and G¯AB. In a slight abuse of notation, we simply
write d
dλ
= UA∇A = U¯A∇¯A below. Since the one-form n = `zdz is independent of δGAB, to
investigate d
dλ
(nAU
A) we need only define δUA = UA − U¯A and compute
d
dλ
(nAU
A) = U¯B∇¯B(nAδUA) = δUAU¯B∇¯BnA + nAU¯B∇¯BδUA. (2.15)
Let us begin with the first term on the right-hand side. Introducing the Christoffel
symbols Γ¯CAB of (2.4), we find
U¯B∇¯BnA = `
z
U¯BΓ¯zAB = −`z−2U¯Bg(0)BA = −`−1U¯BG¯AB. (2.16)
Thus
δUAU¯B∇¯BnA = −`−1δUAU¯BG¯AB. (2.17)
But U = U¯ + δU is null with respect to GAB, so to linear order we have
0 = δ(U2) = 2U¯BG¯ABδU
A + U¯AU¯BδGAB, (2.18)
which yields
δUAU¯B∇¯BnA = 1
2`
U¯AU¯BδGAB =
(z
`
)d−2 8piGd+1
d
TαβU¯
αU¯β + . . . . (2.19)
In particular, since
√
ωz = (`/z)
(d−2)√σ+. . . , inserting (2.19) into (2.13) yields a finite result
as desired. Since d > 2, (2.19) vanishes as z → 0, so higher order contributions are smaller
and can be neglected. It is even of the form (2.14), though with a different coefficient.
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To compute the second term on the right-hand side of (2.15), we study the first-order
effect of δGAB on the geodesic equation U
A∇AUB = 0. Contracting the first variation of
this equation with nB gives
0 = nB
(
δUA∇¯AU¯B + U¯AδΓBACU¯C + U¯A∇¯AδUB
)
, (2.20)
where δΓBAC = Γ
B
AC − Γ¯BAC , ΓBAC are the Christoffel symbols of GAB, and we include only
first order terms in δGAB. The term we need to understand to finish the computation of
(2.15) is the final one in (2.20), and so may be found by analyzing the first two terms in this
equation. The identity
∇¯B(nAU¯A) = U¯A∇¯BnA + nA∇¯BU¯A (2.21)
shows that the first term in (2.20) is again (2.19) up to a factor of −1. And the second term
is readily computed using
nAδΓ
B
AC = −
d− 2
2
`d−1zd−2
16piGd+1
d
Tαβ + . . . , (2.22)
which follows immediately from (2.6) and (2.7). Adding up all of the contributions then
verifies (2.14) as desired. This completes the proof of (1.1) for the simple case considered
here.
3 Beyond Ricci flatness
The argument above was straightforward, but applied only to perturbations of Ricci-flat
stationary spacetimes B. We now drop the Ricci-flat assumption, though we continue to
focus on the universal sector of our holographic CFTd. As a result, the bulk theory in this
section is again just pure (d + 1)-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert gravity with cosmological
constant; no matter fields are allowed. In Fefferman-Graham coordinates, the bulk metric
GAB remains of the form (2.1), though now with the expansion [21]
gαβ(z) = g
(0)
αβ + z
2g
(2)
αβ + · · ·+ z2ng(2n)αβ + zdg¯(d)αβ + zd log z2 g(d)αβ +
16piGd+1
d`d−1
zdTαβ + . . . . (3.1)
The g
(n)
αβ for n > 0 are rank 2 symmetric tensors with scaling dimension n (counting powers of
inverse length) constructed locally from g
(0)
αβ , and g¯
(d)
αβ is a similar tensor of scaling dimension
d. As an example, for d > 2 we have
g
(2)
αβ = −
1
d− 2
(
Rαβ − 1
2(d− 1)Rg
(0)
αβ
)
(3.2)
where Rαβ,R are respectively the Ricci tensor and scalar of g(0)αβ .
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We wish to generalize the argument of section 2 to deal with the additional terms g¯
(d)
αβ
and g
(2n)
αβ for 2n < d. Since these terms are fully determined by the metric g
(0)
αβ on B, it is
natural to include them in the background metric G¯AB, replacing (2.5) with the finite sum
g¯αβ(z) =
 ∑
n∈Z+∪{0}
n≤d/2
z2ng
(2n)
αβ
+ zd log z2 g˜(d)αβ . (3.3)
As a result, we again have the decomposition (2.3) with δGAB given by (2.6) and (2.7) and
where G¯AB again has an exact symmetry generated by the Killing field ξ¯ = k
α∂α.
A key observation is that the corresponding bulk horizon remains a Killing horizon gen-
erated by ξ¯. To see this, define H¯ to be the lift of HB to the bulk via (2.8). It suffices to
show that H¯ is a null surface with null tangent ξ¯; i.e., that every vector tangent to H¯ is
orthogonal to ξ¯. This ensures that H¯ is a Killing horizon, and in fact the bulk event horizon
defined by G¯AB.
We argue as follows. Any vector v tangent to H¯ is of the form v = a∂z + v
α
B∂α where v
B
is tangent to HB. It is clear from (2.1) that ∂z is orthogonal to ξ¯ = k
α∂α. So it remains to
show only that
vαB g¯αβk
β = 0 on H¯, (3.4)
or equivalently that vαBg
(n)
αβ k
β = 0 on H¯ for all n (and correspondingly for g˜(d)). To begin,
consider the case vαB ∝ kα and note that ξαBg(n)αβ ξβB is invariant under the isometry generated by
ξB and thus constant over each generator of H¯ to either the future or past of the bifurcation
surface. It also vanishes at the bifurcation surface itself, where ξB = 0. Since our quantity
is continuous, it must thus vanish on all of H¯. So kαg
(n)
αβ k
β = 1
λ2
ξαBg
(n)
αβ ξ
β
B vanishes on H¯ as
well, where we have again used continuity to reach this conclusion at the bifurcation surface.
The argument for the remaining components of (3.4) can be stated in an identical form.
To do so, we complete a basis for the tangent space at each point in H¯ using vector fields
Lie-dragged by k = d
dλ
along each generator from the bifurcation surface. Since B satisfies
the null energy condition, HB satisfies the zeroeth law of horizon mechanics (see e.g. [23])
and has constant surface gravity κ. This allows us to write ξB = κλ
d
dλ
, showing that the
above vector fields are Lie-derived by ξB as well k and so define the desired invariants.
We conclude that H¯ is a null surface with generators proportional to ξ¯, and thusa Killing
horizon as claimed above. In particular, U¯ = kα∂α again gives an affinely-parametrized set
of tangents to these generators. We expect a similar result to hold even for non-bifurcate
horizons; see e.g. [24] for a discussion of terms that do not involve derivatives of the Riemann
tensor.
We may now follow the general outline of the argument in section 2. As before, we
begin by discussing possible divergences associated with the area of our cut C. Contribu-
tions from δGAB are finite, so we focus on G¯AB. The new terms in G¯AB at order d − 2
and below contribute additional divergences to (2.11), but these may be canceled by the
standard counter-terms (locally constructed from g
(0)
αβ alone) used to renormalize the area of
9
an extremal surface. Indeed, the Killing symmetry of our background requires these counter-
terms to take the same values for all cuts C, including the case where C is the extremal
surface that forms the bifurcation surface of HB. So for fixed boundary conditions changes
in Aread−1(C) are again finite and coincide with changes in Arearen(C).
As in section 2, we now rely on the bulk Hawking area theorem to identify d
dλ
SCFT, non−dec
with the rate at which bulk area is produced. It then remains to generalize the argument
for (2.14). Equations (2.15), (2.18), (2.20), (2.22), and (2.21) are all unchanged, so we need
only consider contributions to (2.19) that come from corrections to (2.16) (and thus (2.17))
or from new terms in δGAB in (2.18).
These corrections are all proportional to
zn−2g(n)ABU¯
BδUA, (3.5)
and similarly for g¯(d). By (3.4), the terms (3.5) depend only on the part of δUA both
transverse to HB and parallel to some constant z surface, which we characterize by δU
k :=(
δUαkβg
(0)
αβ
)
. Indeed, introducing a future-pointing null vector field lα on B that satisfies
lαkβg
(0)
αβ = −1 one may write
δUA∂A = δU
z∂z + δU
α
HB
∂α − δUk lα∂α, (3.6)
where δUαHB is tangent to HB at each z. Our previous results (2.18) and (2.19) then require
δUk = O(zd) so that (3.5) vanishes at least as zd+n−2. Since n ≥ 2, such behavior is
subleading relative to the O(zd−2) terms displayed in (2.19) and (2.14) and so gives no
contribution to (2.13). We may thus continue to identify Flux(C)
4Gd+1
with d
dλ
SCFT, adiabatic and
conclude that the GSL (1.1) holds as desired.
4 Relation to Causal Holographic Information
We now explain the relation of our construction to causal holographic information [7]. Along
the way, we explain the sense in which our result can be generalized to an arbitrary Killing
horizon HB of B.
As noted above, we consider an asymptotically locally AdSd+1 bulk spacetime M with
a choice of conformal frame for which the boundary spacetime B contains a compactly-
generated future Killing horizon HB; this means that the space of null generators for HB
is a compact manifold without boundary. We require B to be connected, and also suppose
that there is a closed connected region Bout ⊂ B for which
1. Bout contains the past of HB in B.
2. Bout is invariant under diffeomorphisms generated by the Killing field ξB that generates
HB.
3. HB lies in the boundary of the past of Bout.
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We will call Bout the outside of HB; since it is closed, this set contains HB. Below, we
consider cross sections CB of HB given by compact submanifolds (without boundary) of HB
which intersect each generator once.
In general, the boundary of the past of Bout in B may be disconnected. In this case HB
need not contain all such components. For example, when B is a conformal compactification
of the asymptotically flat Schwarzschild black hole and Bout, we may take HB to be the
usual black hole horizon without including null infinity. Motivated by this example, we use
the notation I+(Bout) to denote the collection of connected components not in HB; i.e.,
HB ∩ I+(Bout) = ∅ and HB ∪ I+(Bout) denotes the full boundary of the past in B. This
I+(Bout) may be null (as when the CFT lives on an asymptotically flat black hole spacetime),
timelike, spacelike, of mixed type, or empty.
The region Bout also defines a bulk event horizon H ⊂M . We take H to include the full
boundary of the past of Bout lying in the interior of M . Since it will be convenient to think
of H as intersecting the boundary, we in fact define H to be the closure of the above set in
the given conformal compactification. Then H ∩ B = HB ∪ I+(Bout). Recall that, since the
bulk metric is dynamical, this bulk H will not generally be a Killing horizon.
We wish to interpret the areas of certain cross-sections of H as computing a time-
dependent coarse-grained entropy in the dual CFT. To explain this further, recall that a
covariant notion of “moment of time” in Bout is naturally defined by a future-Cauchy surface
ΣB of Bout. By this we mean an closed achronal surface for which all points of Bout to its
future lie in its domain of dependence (aka causal development) D(ΣB) within Bout. Note
that for later use we take D(ΣB) ⊂ Bout by definition, though for the present purpose we
could just as well have discussed the domain of dependence of ΣB within the entire boundary
spacetime B. We will also require that all points of Bout lie either to the future, to the past,
or on the surface ΣB. We will then say that ΣB is a complete moment of time in Bout.
Any boundaries of ΣB must lie in HB ∪ I+(Bout). In particular, the intersection ΣB ∩HB
is a cross-section CB of H. We consider time evolutions that keep fixed any intersection of
∂Σ with I+(Bout); we should take HB to include any components along which ∂Σ is to be
moved5.
The moment of time ΣB in Bout can also be used to specify a cross-section C of the bulk
horizon H by constructing the so-called causal information surface [7]6. Consider the above
domain of dependence D(ΣB) (defined by inclusion of ΣB in Bout), and the past and future
causal horizons defined by D(ΣB) in the bulk spacetime M . Let C be the intersection of
these horizons. Since ΣB is a complete moment of time in Bout, the past of D(ΣB) coincides
with the past of Bout and this bulk future horizon coincides with H. Thus C ⊂ H. We
leave open the question of whether C is in any sense a complete cross section, though it will
tend to be so in typical applications. This C is precisely the causal information surface of
5Cases like the asymptotically flat black hole can be included in our treatment even when we wish to
move the slice forward along the corresponding null infinity. Although this null infinity is only a conformal
Killing horizon of B – and not a strict Killing horizon – in any conformal frame where it forms a smooth part
of the AlAdS boundary, the corresponding bulk must nevertheless have an approximate Killing symmetry
that can be used just as in section 2.
6We thank Aron Wall for suggesting this connection.
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[7] associated with ΣB by taking Bout to be the boundary spacetime.
7
Recall [7, 5] that the area of C is at least as large as that of the extremal surface identified
as computing the von Neumann entropy of the CFT in D(ΣB) by the HRT proposal [25].
8
It is thus natural to conjecture SCFT :=
Area(C)
4Gd+1
to be some coarse-grained measure of CFT
entropy at the moment of time ΣB; see [17, 18] for specific proposals. The fact that C
depends on the choice of Bout as well as ΣB indicates that the coarse-graining is specified by
the full D(ΣB) and is not specified locally at ΣB; this is explicitly the case for the proposal
of [18].
5 Discussion
We have shown for d > 2 that coupling the universal sector of a holographic CFTd to
dynamical gravity leads to a coarse-grained thermodynamic generalized second law (1.1)
at first order in Gd about a background satisfying the null energy condition and having a
bifurcate Killing horizon9. The coarse-grained entropy of our holographic CFTd was defined
using the causal holographic information (CHI) of [25]. Since in equilibrium CHI coincides
with holographic HRT (and Ryu-Takayanagi) entropy, our result implies that for processes
both beginning and ending in equilibrium the change in fine-grained generalized entropy
defined by HRT/RT entropy is non-negative as well. But studying the validity of a local
GSL for fine-grained HRT entropy remains a task for future work.
An interesting point is that, in our context, the divergences of CHI agree precisely with
those of the HRT entropy. So they can both be renormalized by including the same counter-
terms, and the difference between them is finite. This is related to the well-known fact
that causal holographic information and HRT coincide at the bifurcation surface of a bulk
Killing horizon. We have simply identified a useful generalization to arbitrary bulk solutions
for which the conformal boundary B admits a (conformal) Killing horizon HB, so that the
asymptotic behavior of both HRT and CHI surfaces near the AlAdS boundary is the same as
in the case of an exact bulk symmetry. This is in sharp contrast with the general situation,
in which CHI is infinitely larger than the fine-grained HRT entropy [25, 7] and, moroever,
the divergence is non-local [17].
Phrased in the form (1.1), the GSL concerns the effects of coupling a CFT to dynamical
gravity. But (1.3) and (1.4) involve only the field theory in a fixed black hole background.
So one expects the GSL to have implications even for the fixed-background CFT obtained
in the limit Gd → 0. The entropy of our d-dimensional black hole diverges in this limit, and
for many purposes it then simply provides an infinite heat bath for the CFT. In standard
thermodynamic settings, applying the second law to a system interacting with a large heat
bath tells us that the free energy will not decrease. A corresponding result can be derived
7In principle, this might differ from the causal information surface defined by taking the boundary space-
time to be B. But since Bout is invariant under ξ∂ , we can always choose a conformal frame in which the
boundary spacetime is naturally just Bout and in which ξ∂ remains a Killing field of the boundary spacetime.
8This is the smallest (real) extremal surface homologous to ΣB and having boundary ∂ΣB .
9Our results also apply to linearized fluctuations about the Hartle-Hawking state for d = 2.
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here when the stress-energy flux Tαβk
αkβ on HB vanishes sufficiently rapidly in the far past
and future. So long as the initial and final states of the black hole are perturbatively close, the
so-called physical process first law states that the total change in the gravitational entropy
term of (1.1) is the black-hole temperature T times the total change ∆EB˜ in the energy of
the black hole up to the usual work term ΩJ associated with the black hole’s angular velocity
Ω. (The universal sector studied here carries no charge, so no charge transport term Φ∆Q
can appear.) Conservation of energy and (1.1) then require
0 ≥ ∆F = ∆E − Ω∆J − T∆SCFT . (5.1)
This result can also be derived directly from (1.3), (1.4) by following the steps in the argu-
ment for the physical-process first law. In particular, the Ω∆J term arises as usual from the
difference between the horizon-generating and time-translation Killing fields. In the form
(5.1), our result is a second law for the open system defined by the holographic CFT inter-
acting with a heat bath, or equivalently by the non-compact horizon in the AlAdS bulk. In
particular, as suggested in [26] it constrains the behavior of the so-called black funnels and
black droplets reviewed in that reference.
It is interesting to generalize our argument so that it also applies to the solutions called
detuned droplets and funnels in [27, 26] (also discussed earlier in [28]). Simple examples of
such solutions turn out to be given by the hyperbolic black holes of [29, 30, 31], which were
called topological black holes in those references. These smooth bulk spacetimes admit a
conformal boundary B with smooth metric g
(0)
αβ having a Killing horizon HB with surface
gravity κB. There is also a corresponding bulk Killing horizon H¯ having its own surface
gravity κ. The parameters κ and κB can be chosen independently, so that generically κ 6= κB.
This discrepancy is the detuning mentioned above. In a dual CFT, such solutions describe
a state of the field theory at temperature T on a black hole background with surface gravity
κB 6= 2piT . Such states are singular on HB and, as a result, the conformally compactified
bulk fails to be smooth at the conformal boundary. While it admits a Fefferman-Graham
expansion of the form (3.1) at orders zn with n < d, and while the expansion continues to
all orders away from HB, the order z
d term that would define the boundary stress tensor
diverges at HB.
Bulk solutions that approach those discussed above near HB describe more general states
of the dual CFT subject to similar thermal boundary detuned conditions at HB. For such
cases, despite the singularity at HB, the essential elements of our arguments from sections
2 and 3 nevertheless go through. One simply uses the relevant unperturbed hyperbolic
black hole bulk solution as the background G¯AB. The boundary stress tensor T¯αβ for this
background is now non-zero and in fact divergent on the horizon, but has T¯αβk
αkβ = 0. So
as long as the contributions δTαβ of δGAB to the boundary stress tensor are finite, taking
the limit as one approaches HB from Bout again yields (2.14). While it makes no sense to
couple such singular holographic CFT states to dynamical gravity, it nevertheless follows
as in (5.1) that equilibrium to equilibrium processes cannot increase the free energy of our
system. Note that the relevant temperature in (5.1) is defined by the surface gravity of the
bulk horizon of G¯AB, so T =
κ
2pi
6= κB
2pi
.
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There are also many possible further extensions of our results. Using [32] one may readily
include perturbative contributions from bulk higher derivative terms – corresponding either
to 1/N effects or, in some cases, corrections to the strong coupling limit – as well as the
case where the holographic CFTd to couples to higher derivative gravity. We also expect
to be able to allow non-compactly generated horizons HB, or cases where B itself has a
timelike boundary. In these situations a GSL should follow from suitable choices of boundary
conditions, in the latter case using the approach of either [33] or [34].
One should also discuss more general CFTs. Even restricting to those that can be studied
holographically, we have thus far considered only the universal sector. But a forthcoming
work [35] will move beyond this to address general (large N strongly coupled) holographic
theories. This analysis will in particular include effects from new dynamical divergences
in the HRT entropy which depend on expectation values of dynamical operators and thus
are not fully determined by sources. Despite previous claims to the contrary [36], it turns
out that such dynamical divergences arise generically in sufficiently complicated holographic
models.
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